Inspired by *Harold’s Hungry Eyes* (published by Phaidon), the activities on these sheets will keep early-learners entertained and encourage them to use their imaginations. Drawing, coloring, customizing and counting skills will all be exercised.
Hungry Harold

Harold is dreaming of delicious things to eat.
Fill Harold’s dream bubble with lots of tasty treats

Cut out and stick, OR draw and color some food in this bubble

Color me in

To purchase your copy of Harold’s Hungry Eyes visit phaidon.com/childrens2016
You can also cut out pictures from magazines and newspapers.
Where's Harold's chair?

Join the dots to find Harold’s comfy chair.

Can you draw Harold a new comfy chair?
Food fun
Grab a pencil and turn these tasty treats into something else.

To purchase your copy of Harold's Hungry Eyes visit phaidon.com/childrens2016
Use Harold's JOURNEY as inspiration and be as creative as you can.
Take Harold home

Harold is LOST! Use your finger or a pencil to show him the way back home to his sofa.